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SESSION: 2020 - 2021 

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI 

TEACHER’S NAME: DR. TUSHAR KANTI HALDER 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % Of feedback taken from 15students. 
 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Sometime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Totally 

Disagree 

1. 
He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 64.3 28.6 7.1 0 

2. 
He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 
42.9 21.4 21.4 14.3 

3. 
Do you think he/ she is regular in taking 

his/her classes 
57.1 28.6 0 14.3 

4. 
Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 
71.4 14.3 0 14.3 

5. 
Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 

50 28.6 0 21.4 

6. 
Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 

64.3 21.4 7.2 7.1 

7. 
Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 
the classroom 64.3 21.4 0 14.3 

8. 
Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 64.3 21.4 0 14.3 

9. 
Do   he/she  takesextra classes whenever 
necessary foryou 50 21.4 7.2 21.4 

10. 
Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 50 28.6 0 21.4 



 

 
 

 

Analysis of the statement of Students 

S1: Here 64.3 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 28.6 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 7.1 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 0 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think 
that he or she encourages questioning during classes. 

S2: Here 42.9 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 21.4 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,21.4%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and14.3%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor she 
encourages meeting outside the class to disusesstudies. 

S3: Here 57.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 28.6 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, and 14.3 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think 
that he or she is regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 71.4 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 14.3 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 14.3 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think 
that find his or her taking the class is systematic and effective. 
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S5 Here 50 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 28.6 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

21.4 % totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor 
she gives notes after takingclasses. 

S6: Here 64.3 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 21.4 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 7.2 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

7.1 % totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthe studentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink 

that find his/her lecture easy to followstudents. 

S7: Here 64.3 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 21.4 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

14.3 % totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthe studentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink 

that he or she creates interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8: Here 64.3 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 21.4 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

14.3 % totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink 
that he or she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus. 

S9: Here 50 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 21.4 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 7.2 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

21.4 %totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor 
she takes extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 50 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 28.6 % sometime 

agree responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 

21.4 % totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheaboutresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudent
s think that he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASADMAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020 -2021 

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI 

TEACHER’S NAME: DR. TAPAS MANDAL 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF 

TEACHER 

 
❖ % Of feedback taken from 15students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Sometime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 

47.1 17.6 17.6 17.6 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

47.1 23.5 11.8 17.6 

3. Do youthink he/ she is regular in taking 

his/herclasses 

52.9 6.00 17.6 23.5 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

47.1 17.6 11.8 23.5 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 
41.2 23.5 23.5 11.8 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 
47.1 23.5 11.8 17.6 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 
classroom 

47.1 17.6 17.6 17.6 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 

47.1 11.8 23.5 17.6 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes whenever 
necessary foryou 

41.2 17.6 23.5 17.6 

10. Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 

52.9 11.8 11.8 23.5 



 

 
 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 17.6 % sometime 

agree 

responseswiththestatement,17.6%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students 
think that he or she encourages questioning during classes. 

 

S2: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 23.5 % sometime 
agree 
responseswiththestatement,11.8%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 
disagree with thestatement. 

 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor she 
encourages meeting outside the class to disusesstudies. 

S3: Here 52.9 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 6.00 % sometime 

agree 

responseswiththestatement,17.6%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and23.5%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think 
that he or she is regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 17.6 % sometime 

agree 

responseswiththestatement,11.8%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and23.5%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think 
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that find his or her taking the class is systematic and effective. 

 
 

S5 Here 41.2 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 23.5 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,23.5%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and11.8%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor she gives 
notes after takingclasses. 

S6: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 23.5 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,11.8%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthe studentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink that 

find his/her lecture easy tofollow. 

S7: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 17.6 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,17.6%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthe studentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink that 

he or she creates interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8: Here 47.1 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 11.8 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,23.5%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthink that he or 
she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus. 

S9: Here 41.2 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 17.6 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,23.5%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and17.6%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheor she takes 
extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 52.9 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 11.8 % sometime 

agree 

responseswiththestatement,11.8%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and23.5%totally 

disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheaboutresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudents think that 
he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020 - 2021 

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI 



TEACHER’S NAME: DEBANJANA KARMAKAR 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % Of feedback taken from 15students. 
 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Sometime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Totally 

Disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 

62.5 25 0 12.5 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

62.5 18.8 6.2 12.5 

3. Doyouthink he/ she is regular in taking 

his/herclasses 

68.8 18.8 0 12.5 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

62.5 18.8 6.2 12.5 

5. 
Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 

50 25 12.5 12.5 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 
62.5 25 0 12.5 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 
classroom 

60 26.7 6.7 6.7 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 

68.8 18.8 0 12.5 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes whenever 

necessary foryou 
62.5 12.5 6.3 18.8 

10. Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 

60 20 6.3 13.3 



 
 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 62.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 25 % sometime agree responses 

with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 12.5% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
encourages questioning during classes. 

S2: Here 62.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 18.8 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 6.2 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 12.5 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe 
encourages meeting outside the class to disusesstudies. 

S3: Here 68.8 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 18.8 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 12.5 % totally disagree 

with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
is regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 62.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 18.8 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 6.2 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 12.5 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his or 
her taking the class is systematic and effective. 

S5Here50%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,25%sometimeagreeresponses 

withthestatement,12.5%can’tsayresponseswiththestatement,and12.5%totallydisagreewith 

thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe gives notes 
after takingclasses. 

S6: Here 62.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 25 % sometime agree responses 

with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement and 12.5 % totally disagree with the 

statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat find 

his/her lecture easy to followstudents. 

S7: Here 60 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 26.7 % sometime agree responses 

with the statement, 6.7 % can’t say responses with the statement, and 6.7 % totally disagree with the 

statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat he or 

she creates interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8: Here 68.8 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 18.8 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 0 % can’t say responses with the statement and 12.5% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she discuss deep into the topic often beyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 62.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 12.5 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 6.3 % can’t say responses with the statement and 18.8 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe takes extra 
classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 60 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 20 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 6.3 % can’t say responses with the statement and 13.3 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think 
that he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISTING CURRICULUM 
 

❖ % Of online feedback taken from 25students 
 

SL 

NO 

Statements Totally 

agree 

Sometime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Totally 

disagree 

1. 
The curriculum helped us to gain 

knowledge 66.7 20.8 0 12.5 

2. The curriculum helped us to prepare for 

job market 

48 32 8 12 

3. Teachings involve subjective, practical 

and fieldwork other than only lecture 

60 32 0 8 

4. Class environment was conductive in 

learning 

64 20 4 12 

5. 
Use of audio-visual aid was necessary 

56.5 26.1 8.7 8.7 

6. 
Students’seminar/studentquizintheclass 

was necessary 56 16 12 16 

7. 
Learning materials (class notes) were 

useful 64 20 0 16 

8. 
Learning resources (books etc) in the 

library are adequate and necessary 60 20 8 12 

9. 
Class teaching arose my interest in studies 

64 16 8 12 

10. 
Ideas and concepts were presented clearly 

in class 64 16 8 12 

 

❖ Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in thecurriculum 

❖ % Of online feedback taken from 25students 
 

Sl 

No. 

Statements Yes No 

1. The college should introduce more new subjects (offered by the University) 96.2 3.8 

2. The college should introduce more career-oriented programmes 96.2 3.8 

3. Which new subject from university curriculum the college should introduce 84.6 15.4 



Analysis of the statement’s of Students 
 

S1: Here 66.7 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 20.8 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement and 12.5 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat the 

curriculum helped them to gainknowledge. 

S2:Here48%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,32%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 8 % can’t say responses with the statement and 12 % totally disagree with 

the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think 

that the curriculum helped them to prepare for the job market. 

S3:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,32%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement and 8% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatteachings involve 

subjective, practical and fieldwork other than onlylecture. 

S4: Here 64 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 20 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,4%can’tsayresponseswiththestatementand12%totallydisagree with 

thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that class 

environment was conductive in learning. 

S5 Here 56.5 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 26.1 % sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 8.7 % can’t say responses with the statement and 8.7 % totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 

use of audio-visual aid was necessary. 

S6:Here56%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,16%sometimeagreeresponses 

withthestatement,12%can’tsayresponseswiththestatementand16%totallydisagreewiththe 

statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that 

students’ seminar/ students quiz in the class was necessary. 



S7:Here64%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement and 16 % totally disagree with 

the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat 

learning materials (class notes) wereuseful. 

S8:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 8 % can’t say responses with the statement and 12 % totally disagree with 

the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat 

learning resources (books etc.) in the library are adequate andnecessary. 

S9:Here64%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,16%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 8 % can’t say responses with the statement and 12 % totally disagree with 

the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that Class 

teaching arose my interest in studies. 

S10: Here 64 % students totally agree responses with the statement, 16 % sometime agree 

responseswiththestatement,8%can’tsayresponseswiththestatementand12%totallydisagree 

with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat Ideas 

and concepts were presented clearly inclass. 

Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the 

curriculum Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 96.2 % students yes responses with the statement, 3.8 % no responses with the statement. 
 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat the 

college should introduce more new subjects (offered by theUniversity). 

S2: Here 96.2 % students yes responses with the statement, 3.8 % no responses with the statement. 
 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat the 

college should introduce more career-oriented programmes. 

 
S3:Here84.6%studentsyesresponseswiththestatement,15.4%noresponseswiththestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentthatamajorityofthestudentthinkthat 

Which new subject from university curriculum the college should introduce. 

 

 

 



PERFORMANCE  EVALUATION 
 FOR TEACHERS  

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH  

GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA  

AMARKANAN, BANKURA  

(2020-2021) 

Feedback Analysis of Individual Teacher by Students 
Teacher evaluation is the standardized process of rating and assessing the teaching effectiveness of 

educators. Tea performance  evaluations aim to  promote a be learning  experience for  students  and  foster 

professional  growth  for educators Evaluation systems are  a central to ensuring quality  teaching. A 

meaningful evaluation system benefits both teachers and students. It opens up a new horizon  before us and 

help us to leverage evaluation to  build  systems  of support  that not only help teachers reflect upon and 

improve  their  practice but also ensure  that all students  are leaving  the institution with  the knowledge  and  

they need to live the lives that  they  deserve  

 

Objective: 

The evaluation procedures provide the framework for assessing the performance of individual  teachers 

and is used as a basis  for further  improvement. Through the objective and unbiased application  of this 

process,  performance strengths and areas of improvement will be identified.  

Procedure:  
The students are asked to fill in the feedback forms where they give their feedback on a particular  

teacher  or the teacher  whose  class they have attended. There are altogether 11 criteria against  which the  

performance  of a teacher  is judged. The  students  are asked to mark the teachers  on a scale of 1-5 points 

(where 1= below  average, 2= average, 3= good,4=very good, 5= excellent).Then the average  Marks( total 

marks obtained against  a criteria/number of students who submitted their  responses)obtained  by an individual 

teacher  against  a  particular criteria is calculated and analysed, the same process is followed for all other 

criteria to reach the final conclusion. The names  of  the  students  are not disclosed anywhere so as to  keep  

the  whole  procedure  confidential. After the analysis and survey, the strength and weaknesses of the teachers 

are summarised and the report is handed over to the IQAC. The IQAC Co- coordinator gives intimation to the 

Head of the Institution regarding the feedback privately and the Principal in Charge privately talks to the 

concerned teacher and makes him/ her aware of the subject.  

Outcome: This evaluation was aimed at enabling  the teachers to undertake self- evaluation and  position  

his/her per on a continuous path of excellence , evidenced by optimum learning outcomes. Teacher 

evaluation was based on 11 parameters: 

1.Punctuality in the  class.  

2. Regularity in taking classes  

3. Completes syllabus in time  

4.Makes alternate arrangement of class  in his/her absence  

5.subject command  

6. Communication skills  

7. Teaching the subject matter  

8.Delivery of structured  lecture  

9. Motivating students to speak up and be active in class  

10. Use of black board and other teaching aids  

11. Interaction with students inside /outside the classroom  

Through  this feedback  system  we could  not only judge our skills and evaluate ourselves it also 

provides us with an opportunity for introspection and improvement creating an urge on the part of the teachers 

to find ways to groom themselves and to keep themselves updated and right in pace with recent times. The 

teachers  who were not  in satisfactory  scale in one or two of the criteria were intimated about  it and were 

seen to perform  well  in the next. This  feedback  system  has caused a revolution worldwide  in the academic  

arena and  has also invigorated the students  to be more agile and updated. 

 

  



Feedback analysis of  Prof.ParimalSaren 
You continue  to be  excellent  in your teaching, your increased  use of black board  and  other teaching  

aids make the lecture  more comprehensible  to your students.You complete your syllabus  in time and have 

an excellent  command  over the  subject you teach. You use a variety  of instructional technologies and class 

organization to improve  learning outcomes. The areas that  you need to work on concern increasing  your 

interaction  with students  inside and outside the classroom and maintaining punctuality  in the class.  

Feedback  analysis  of  Prof.Sweety  Roy (Rajguru) 

Your  performance  as a Lecturer or deliberator in class  is appreciable. You  are  regular  and  punctual  

for your classes and work hard to finish  the  syllabus  in time. You have proper  knowledge  of the subject  

that  you teach and you  interact  with  the  students  very well inside/ outside  the  classroom. You use ICT 

facilities  for  meaningful  engagement of students in learning activities. Students  enjoy your  lecture  

throughout.  The area where  you  have scope  to  improve  is in the delivery  of structured  lecture, since this 

method  keeps the attention  of the students  intact on the  main  topic  of  discussion and helps attaining desired 

learning outcome.  

Feedbackanalysis  of  Prof.SarbaniBera 

You  seem  to co- ordinate  with  your  students  very well in class. Your  communications  skills and 

command  over the  course you teach is commendable. You have demonstrated that your lessons are planned, 

structured, and you execute  that very well taking  into consideration the developmental stages of students. 

Your eagerness in answering the queries of the students  is praise worthy. You  are approachable to your 

students  and they feel comfortable  communicating with you. The area where you can put in some more effort  

is  to make alternate  arrangement  of  classes  if you get caught  up  in  some other  official  work. 

Feedback  analysis  of  MrsSatabdi  Roy 
You are very  regular  and  punctual in taking  classes. You  complete your syllabus  in time.  Your  

ability  to teach using black  board and modern teaching  aids make the teaching-learning  process further  

interesting  and entertaining. You understand  the  curriculum  that  embodies  the subject  very well and sees 

its relationship  to  the  attainment  of educational  goals and these cumulatively  enable you  to  deliver your 

lessons effectively and ensure student satisfaction .The area where  you  can  focus is  to increase  your  

interaction  with  the  students  inside and outside the classroom.  

Feedback  analysis  of  MedhaMisra 
You are very  regular  and  punctual  for  your  classes  and thereby inspire   students  to imbibe  good 

habits  in them. Your  subject command and communication  skills are satisfactory.  You know  how to  

integrate  teaching  subjects  to reinforce knowledge. You interact  well with  the  students  inside  and outside 

the classroom. You motivate students  to speak  and be active  in  class. The area which  you need to focus is 

the  use of modern technology and teaching aids  to make the teaching-learning process  complete.  

Feedback  analysisof BiswajitMallik 
Your punctuality and regularity for classes is beyond question. Your  subject command and 

communication skills are satisfactory. You help your  students  a lot and they  feel at ease in communicating  

their problems to you.  You access and keep abreast of knowledge and developments in the subject area, using  

technology and other sources of information and deliver that updated  knowledge to the students. Your use of 

black board and modern  teaching  aids make teaching – Learning process  more comprehensible and 

entertaining.  You focus on the increased use of these teaching  tools and making the delivery of lecture more 

structured and consciously shun digression.  
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GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

TEACHER’S NAME: SANATAN SAHOO 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 12 students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

Classes 

66.67 25 8.33 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

50 41.66 8.33 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

33.33 58.33 8.33 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

50 41.66 8.33 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 75 25 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 66.66 25 8.33 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 

theClassroom 

58.33 41.67 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

33.33 58.33 8.33 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary for you 

58.33 8.33 33.33 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

Examination 

58.33 41.67 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 66.67% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she encourages 

questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she encourages 

meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 33.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 58.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his or her 

taking the class issystematic and effective. 

S5 Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with 

the statement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes after taking 

classes. 

S6: Here 66.67% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find his/her 

lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here58.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she creates 

interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 33.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 58.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement,8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she discuss 

deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 58.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 8.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 33.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she takes

 extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 58.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
TEACHER’S NAME: BRISTI MANDAL 

 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 12 students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

Classes 

50 41.66 8.33 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

50 33.33 16.66 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

75 16.66 8.33 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

50 41.66 16.66 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 50 33.33 16.66 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 25 50 25 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 

theClassroom 

58.33 16.66 25 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

41.66 41.66 8.33 8.33 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary for you 

58.33 16.66 16.66 8.33 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

Examination 

33.33 66.66 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she encourages 

questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 33.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 16.66% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she encourages 

meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 16.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his or her 

taking the class issystematic and effective. 

S5 Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 33.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 16.66% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 
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disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes after taking 

classes. 

S6: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with 

the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find his/her 

lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 58.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 16.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she creates 

interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 41.66% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 41.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement,8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 8.33% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she discuss 

deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 58.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 16.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 16.66% can’t say responses with the statement, 8.33% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she takes

 extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 33.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 66.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISTING CURRICULUM 

❖ % of feedback taken from 12 students 

SL 

N

O 

Statements Totally 

agree 

Someti

me 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

 

Disag

ree 

Totall

y 

disagr

ee 

1. The curriculum helped us to  gain 
knowledge   

100 0 0 0 0 

2. The curriculum helped us to 

prepare for job market 

100 0 0 0 0 

3. Teachings involve subjective, 

practical and fieldwork other than 

only lecture 

8.33 91.67 0 0 0 

4. Class environment was conductive 

in learning 

91.67 8.33 0 0 0 

5. Use of audio visual aid was 

necessary 

8.33 91.67 0 0 0 

6. Students seminar/ student quiz in 

the  class was necessary 

8.33 91.67 0 0 0 

7. Learning materials(class notes) 

were useful    

91.67 8.33 0 0 0 

8. Learning resources(books etc)in 
the library are adequate and 
necessary 

16.66 83.34 0 0 0 

9. Class teaching arose my interest 

in studies 

83.34 16.66 0 0 0 

10. Ideas and concepts were 
presented clearly in class 

100 0 0 0 0 

 

 



 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with 

the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the curriculum 

helped them to gain knowledge.  

S2:Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with 

the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that the curriculum helped them 

to prepare for the job market. 

 

S3: Here 8.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 91.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that teachings involve 
subjective, practical and fieldwork other than only lecture. 

S4: Here 91.67% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 8.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 
statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 
disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that classenvironment was 

conductive in learning. 
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S5 Here 8.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 91.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that use of audio visual 

aid was necessary. 

S6: Here 8.33% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 91.67% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that students seminar/ students 

quiz in the class was necessary. 

S7: Here 91.67% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 8.33% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that learning 

materials(class notes) were useful. 

S8: Here 16.66% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 83.34% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the student think that learning 

resources(books etc)in the library are adequate and necessary. 

S9: Here 83.34% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 16.66% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that Class teaching arose my 

interest in studies. 

S10: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with 

the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that Ideas and concepts 
were presented clearly in class. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of History, 
Session: 2020-2021 

Online student feedback on teaching of teacher 

Teacher’s name: Mrs. RunuGhosh 

Questions of student’s feedback 

1. He or she encourages questioning duringclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
2. He or she encourages meeting outside the Class to disusesstudies. 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
3. Do you think he/ she is regular in taking his/herclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is systematic andeffective 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
5. he/she gives notes after takingclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
6. Do you find his/her lecture easy tofollow 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in theClassroom 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
9. Dohe/she takes extra classes whenever necessary foryou 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
10. Do he/she takes special classes before yourexamination 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 



Analysis of the Total responses 
 

 
 



 

 



 



 



 

 



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of History 
Session: 2020-2021 

Online student feedback on teaching of teacher 
Teacher’s name: Dr. Sumit Kumar Mondal 

 

 
Questions of student’s feedback 

1. He or she encourages questioning duringclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
2. He or she encourages meeting outside the Class to disusesstudies. 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
3. Do you think he/ she is regular in taking his/herclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is systematic andeffective 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
5. he/she gives notes after takingclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
6. Do you find his/her lecture easy tofollow 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in theClassroom 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
9. Dohe/she takes extra classes whenever necessary foryou 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
10. Do he/she takes special classes before yourexamination 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 



Analysis of the Total responses 
 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of History, Session: 2020-2021 

Online student feedback on teaching of teacher 

Teacher’s name: Mr. BibekanandaSinha 

Questions of student’s feedback 

1. He or she encourages questioning duringclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
2. He or she encourages meeting outside the Class to disusesstudies. 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
3. Do you think he/ she is regular in taking his/herclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is systematic andeffective 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
5. he/she gives notes after takingclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
6. Do you find his/her lecture easy tofollow 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in theClassroom 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
9. Dohe/she takes extra classes whenever necessary foryou 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
10. Do he/she takes special classes before yourexamination 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 



Analysis of the Total responses 
 

 

 

 



 



 
 

 



 



 



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of History, Session: 2020-2021 

Online student feedback on teaching of teacher 

Teacher’s name: Mr. Tapan Kumar Pandit 

Questions of student’s feedback 

1. He or she encourages questioning duringclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
2. He or she encourages meeting outside the Class to disusesstudies. 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
3. Do you think he/ she is regular in taking his/herclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is systematic andeffective 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
5. he/she gives notes after takingclasses 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
6. Do you find his/her lecture easy tofollow 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in theClassroom 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often beyond thesyllabus 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
9. Dohe/she takes extra classes whenever necessary foryou 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 

 
10. Do he/she takes special classes before yourexamination 

5- totally agree, 4- sometime agree, 3- can’t say, 2- disagree, 1-totally disagree 



Analysis of the Total responses 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: BISWAJIT TALUKDAR 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 4 students. 

 

SL. 

NO

. 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

(5) 

Somet

ime 

agree 

(4) 

Can’t 

say (3) 

 

Disagr

ee (2) 

Totally 

disagree 

(1) 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

classes 

100 0 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

class to discuss studies 

50 50 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

50 50 0 0 0 

4. Do you find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

25 75 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 50 50 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 75 25 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 

classroom 

50 50 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

25 75 0 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary 

25 50 25 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

examination 

50 25 25 0 0 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Analysis of the statements of Students 

S1: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that all the students think that he or she encourages 

questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that half students think that he or she encourages 

meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that half students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his 

or her taking the class issystematic and effective sometime. 

S5: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 
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totally disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that half students think thathe or she gives notes after 

taking classes sometimes. 

S6: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find 

his/her lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that halfstudents think that he or she creates 

interest in your mind in the classroom sometimes. 

S8: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she discuss deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus sometime. 

S9: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that half students think that he or she sometime 

takes extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that halfstudents think that he or she 
takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: MOUMITA GARAI 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 4 students. 

 

SL. 

NO

. 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

(5) 

Somet

ime 

agree 

(4) 

Can’t 

say (3) 

 

Disagr

ee (2) 

Totally 

disagree 

(1) 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

classes 

75 25 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

class to discuss studies 

75 25 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

100 0 0 0 0 

4. Do you find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

50 50 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 25 75 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 75 25 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 

classroom 

25 75 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

50 25 25 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary 

25 25 25 25 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

examination 

50 50 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the statements of Students 

S1: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

encourages questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she 

encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that all students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his 

or her taking the class issystematic and effective. 

S5: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 
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statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes 

after taking classes sometimes. 

S6: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find 

his/her lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she creates interest in your mind in the classroom sometimes. 

S8: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she discuss deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 25% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she

 takes extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: PAVEL SARKAR 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 4 students. 

 

SL. 

NO

. 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

(5) 

Somet

ime 

agree 

(4) 

Can’t 

say (3) 

 

Disagr

ee (2) 

Totally 

disagree 

(1) 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

classes 

50 50 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

class to discuss studies 

100 0 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

50 50 0 0 0 

4. Do you find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

25 75 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 50 50 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 75 25 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 

classroom 

75 25 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

100 0 0 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary 

0 50 50 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

examination 

0 75 25 0 0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the statements of Students : 

S1: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that halfstudents think that he or she encourages 

questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that all students think that he or she encourages 

meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that half students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his 

or her taking the class issystematic and effective sometime. 

S5: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that half students think thathe or she gives notes after 

taking classes. 

S6: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find 

his/her lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she creates interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that all the students think that he or she discuss 

deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 0% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 50% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that half students think that he or she takes 

extra classes sometime whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 0% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she takes sometime special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: SUMIT SEN MODAK 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 4 students. 

 

SL. 

NO

. 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

(5) 

Somet

ime 

agree 

(4) 

Can’t 

say (3) 

 

Disagr

ee (2) 

Totally 

disagree 

(1) 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

classes 

75 25 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

class to discuss studies 

25 75 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

100 0 0 0 0 

4. Do you find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

50 50 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 100 0 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 50 50 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 

classroom 

75 25 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

100 0 0 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary 

0 75 25 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

examination 

50 25 25 0 0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the statements of Students : 

S1: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

encourages questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 25% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she 

encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies sometime. 

S3: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that all students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that halfstudents think that find his or her taking 

the class issystematic and effective. 

S5: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that all students think thathe or she gives notes after 

taking classes. 

S6: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that halfstudents think that find his/her lecture 

easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 75% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she creates interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that all the students think that he or she discuss 

deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 0% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 75% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she takes 

extra classes sometime whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 25% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 25% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 
 

 

 

GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: AMIT KOLEY 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 10 students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 



1. He or she encourages questioning during 

Classes 

70 30 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

80 20 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

10 60 30 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

60 40 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 30 60 10 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 70 30 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 

theClassroom 

70 10 20 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

10 80 10 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary for you 

20 50 30 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

Examination 

30 50 20 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 30% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

encourages questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 80% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 20% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she 

encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 10% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 60% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
is regular intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 60% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 40% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his 

or her taking the class issystematic and effective. 
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S5 Here 30% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 60% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes 

after taking classes. 

S6: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 30% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find 

his/her lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 10% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she creates interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 10% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 80% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement,10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she discuss deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 20% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she

 takes extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 30% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

TEACHER’S NAME: GARGI BANERJEE 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

 

❖ % of feedback taken from 10 students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

Classes 

100 0 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

100 0 0 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

30 70 0 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

100 0 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 50 50 0 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 80 20 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 

theClassroom 

100 0 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

50 50 0 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary for you 

30 70 0 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

Examination 

40 60 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

encourages questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she 

encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 30% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 70% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
is regular intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his 
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or her taking the class issystematic and effective. 

S5 Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes 

after taking classes. 

S6: Here 80% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 20% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find 

his/her lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she creates interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement,0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 

she discuss deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 30% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 70% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she

 takes extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 40% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 60% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISTING CURRICULUM 

❖ % of online feedback taken from 10 students 

SL 

N

O 

Statements Totally 

agree 

Someti

me 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disag

ree 
Totally 

disagre

e 

1. The curriculum helped us to  gain 
knowledge   

100 0 0 0 0 

2. The curriculum helped us to 

prepare for job market 

50 50 0 0 0 

3. Teachings involve subjective, 

practical and fieldwork other than 

only lecture 

50 50 0 0 0 

4. Class environment was conductive 

in learning 

90 10 0 0 0 

5. Use of audio visual aid was 

necessary 

50 50 0 0 0 

6. Students seminar/ student quiz in 

the  class was necessary 

50 50 0 0 0 

7. Learning materials(class notes) 

were useful    

60 30 10 0 0 

8. Learning resources(books etc)in 
the library are adequate and 
necessary 

20 70 10 0 0 

9. Class teaching arose my interest 

in studies 

70 30 0 0 0 

10. Ideas and concepts were 
presented clearly in class 

70 20 10 0 0 

 

❖ Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  

❖ % of online feedback taken from 10 students 

Sl 

No. 

Statements Yes No 

1. The college should introduce more new subjects (offered by the University) 100 0 

2.  The college should introduce more career oriented programmes  50 50 

3.  Which new subject from university curriculum the college should introduce  100 0 

 



 

 

 

 

Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  
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Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 100% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the 

curriculum helped them to gain knowledge.  

S2:Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that the curriculum 

helped them to prepare for the job market. 

S3: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that teachings involve 

subjective, practical and fieldwork other than only lecture. 

S4: Here 90% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 10% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that classenvironment 

was conductive in learning. 

S5 Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that use of 

audio visual aid was necessary. 

S6: Here 50% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 



           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that students seminar/ 

students quiz in the class was necessary. 

S7: Here 60% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 30% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that learning 

materials(class notes) were useful. 

S8: Here 20% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 70% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the student think that learning 

resources(books etc)in the library are adequate and necessary. 

S9: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 30% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that Class teaching 

arose my interest in studies. 

S10: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 20% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that Ideas 

and concepts were presented clearly in class. 

Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 100% students yesresponses with the statement, 0% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the 

college should introduce more new subjects (offered by the University). 

S2: Here 50% students yesresponses with the statement, 50% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the 

college should introduce more career oriented programmes. 



 

S3: Here 100% students yesresponses with the statement, 0% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that which 

new subject from university curriculum the college should introduce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 
 

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT 

TEACHER’S NAME: SOURAV DEY 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 10students. 
 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 

70 20 10 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 
30 50 20 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 
30 40 30 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 
60 40 0 0 0 

5. 
Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 

40 40 20 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 
10 60 30 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 
Classroom 

0 70 10 20 0 

8. 
Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 

10 30 40 10 10 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 
whenever necessary foryou 

10 30 40 10 10 

10. Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 

60 20 10 0 10 



 

 
 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1:Here70%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement, 20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she encourages questioning during classes. 

S2:Here30%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,50%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe 
encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3:Here30%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
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he or she is regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 8.33% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses 

withthe statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
find his or her taking the class is systematic and effective. 

S5 Here 40% students totally agree responses with the statement, 40% sometime agree 

responses with the statement,20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree 

responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe gives 
notes after takingclasses. 

S6:Here10%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,60%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat 

find his/her lecture easy to followstudents. 

S7: Here 0% students totally agree responses with the statement, 70% sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 20% disagree 

responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat he 

or she creates interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8:Here10%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 40% can’t say responses with the statement, 10% disagree responses with 

the statement and 10% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think 

that he or she discuss deep into the topic often beyond the syllabus. 

S9:Here10%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 40% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 10% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe takes 
extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 10% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students 

think that he or she takes special classes before examination. 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT 

TEACHER’S NAME: CHANDAN PAI 

 
ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 10students. 
 
 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 

70 10 20 0 0 

2. 
He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 
40 30 30 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

50 40 10 0 0 

4. 
Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 
80 20 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 
30 40 30 0 0 

6. 
Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 

60 40 0 0 0 

7. 
Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 
Classroom 

80 10 0 10 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 

50 30 10 0 10 

9. 
Do he/she takes extra classes 
whenever necessary for you 

50 30 10 0 10 

10. Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 

80 10 0 0 10 



 

 
 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1:Here70%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement, 10%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she encourages questioning during classes. 

S2:Here40%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe 
encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3:Here50%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she is regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4:Here80%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
find his or her taking the class is systematic and effective. 

S5 Here 30% students totally agree responses with the statement, 40% sometime agree 

responses with the statement, 30% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree 

responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe gives 
notes after takingclasses. 

S6:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the 

statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat 

find his/her lecture easy to followstudents. 

S7:Here80%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,10%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 10% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat he 

or she creates interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8:Here50%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 10% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think 

that he or she discuss deep into the topic often beyond the syllabus. 

S9:Here50%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 10% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe takes 
extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10:Here80%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement10%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, % can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 10% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students 
think that he or she takes special classes before examination. 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021  

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT 

TEACHER’S NAME: SUPRAVA DEY KUNDU 

 
ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 10students. 
 
 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 
Classes 

60 20 20 0 0 

2. 
He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 
20 70 10 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

40 50 10 0 0 

4. 
Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 
70 30 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 
40 40 20 0 0 

6. 
Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 

50 50 0 0 0 

7. 
Does he/she creates interest in your mind in the 
Classroom 

30 60 10 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 
beyond the syllabus 

30 40 20 0 10 

9. 
Do he/she takes extra classes 
whenever necessary for you 

30 40 20 0 10 

10. Do he/she takes special classes before your 
Examination 

60 30 0 0 10 



 

 
 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,20%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that 
he or she encourages questioning during classes. 

S2:Here20%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,70%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe 
encourages meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3:Here40%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,50%sometimeagreeresponses 

with the statement, 10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with 

the statement and 0% totally disagree with thestatement. 
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So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she is 
regular in taking his or her classes. 

S4:Here70%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his or her 
taking the class is systematic and effective. 

S5 Here 40% students totally agree responses with the statement, 40% sometime agree responses with the 

statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with the statement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe gives notes after 
takingclasses. 

S6:Here50%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,50%sometimeagree responses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat find his/her 

lecture easy to followstudents. 

S7:Here30%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,60%sometimeagreeresponses with the 

statement,10% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatamajorityofthestudentsthinkthat he or she creates 

interest in your mind in theclassroom. 

S8:Here30%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses with the 

statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 10% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

discuss deep into the topic often beyond the syllabus. 

S9:Here30%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,40%sometimeagreeresponses with the 

statement, 20% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 10% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So,itistheclearfromtheresponsesofthestudentsthatmanystudentsthinkthatheorshe takes extra classes 
whenevernecessary. 

S10:Here60%studentstotallyagreeresponseswiththestatement,30%sometimeagreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 10% 

totally disagree with thestatement. 

So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or 
she takes special classes before examination. 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISTING CURRICULUM 

❖ % of online feedback taken from 10 students 

SL 

N

O 

Statements Totally 

agree 

Someti

me 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disag

ree 
Totally 

disagre

e 

1. The curriculum helped us to  gain 
knowledge   

70 30 0 0 0 

2. The curriculum helped us to 

prepare for job market 

0 60 40 0 0 

3. Teachings involve subjective, 

practical and fieldwork other than 

only lecture 

20 40 0 40 0 

4. Class environment was conductive 

in learning 

60 0 40 0 0 

5. Use of audio visual aid was 

necessary 

10 50 40 0 0 

6. Students seminar/ student quiz in 

the  class was necessary 

90 0 10 0 0 

7. Learning materials(class notes) 

were useful    

10 0 90 0 0 

8. Learning resources(books etc)in 
the library are adequate and 
necessary 

10 20 40 20 10 

9. Class teaching arose my interest 

in studies 

40 50 10 0 0 

10. Ideas and concepts were 
presented clearly in class 

60 40 0 0 0 

 

❖ Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  

❖ % of online feedback taken from 10 students 

Sl 

No. 

Statements Yes No 

1. The college should introduce more new subjects (offered by the University) 70 30 

2.  The college should introduce more career oriented programmes  70 30 

3.  Which new subject from university curriculum the college should introduce  70 30 



 

 

 

 

 

Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  

 

Compare of Students Feedback 

 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 70% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 30% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 0% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the curriculum helped 

them to gain knowledge.  

S2:Here 0% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 60% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 40% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that the curriculum helped them to 
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prepare for the job market. 

 

S3: Here 20% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 40% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 0% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 40% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that teachings involve subjective, 

practical and fieldwork other than only lecture. 

S4: Here 60%  students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

40% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that classenvironment was 

conductive in learning. 

S5 Here 10% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 40% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that use of audio visual aid 

was necessary. 

S6: Here 90% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 0%  sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 10%  

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that students seminar/ students quiz 

in the class was necessary. 

S7: Here 10% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 90% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 0% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that learning 

materials(class notes) were useful. 

S8: Here 10% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 20% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 40% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 20% disagree responses with the statement and 10% totally disagree with the 

statement. 



           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the student think that learning 

resources(books etc)in the library are adequate and necessary. 

S9: Here 40% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 50% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 10% 

can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that Class teaching arose my interest 

in studies. 

S10: Here 60% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 40% sometime agreeresponses with the statement, 

0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally disagree with the 

statement.  

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that Ideas and concepts 

were presented clearly in class. 

 

Student’s feedback on introduction of new subjects in the curriculum  

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 70% students yesresponses with the statement, 30% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the college should 

introduce more new subjects (offered by the University). 

S2: Here 70% students yesresponses with the statement, 30% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the college should 

introduce more career oriented programmes. 

 

S3: Here 70% students yesresponses with the statement, 30% noresponses with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that Which new subject 

from university curriculum the college should introduce. 

 

 
 

 

 



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of Mathematics  

Students Feedback Form (on faculty) 

Session: 2020-2021 

 

Parameters Scale Name of the 
Teacher 

Response 
of Student 

Is the teacher punctual enough in 

taking classes? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How regular he / she is in taking 

classes? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate his/her communication skill 1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate his / her ability to motivate 

students 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate the conceptual clarity of the 

teacher in the subject 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How effective he /she is in 
controlling students in classes? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate the teacher’s involvement in 
remedial classes 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How eager and willing the teacher 

is in listening and answering 

students’ inquiry? Rate him /her 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

how regular he / she in taking tests? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Whether the teacher is 
approachable? Please rate. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

 

 

 

Excellent -5 

Very Good-4 

Good-3 

Average-2 

Poor-1



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of Mathematics  

Feedback on Curriculum 

Session: 2020-2021 

 Response of Students 

Feedback on Course Excellent Very 

Good 

Good Average Poor 

1 The syllabus was challenging. 
     

2 The allocation of the credits to the course is 
appropriate in relation to the level of course work. 

     

3 The depth of the course content is adequate in 
relation to the expected Course Outcomes (COs). 

     

4 Almost entire syllabus was covered in the class by 
the teacher. 

     

5 The units/sections in the syllabus are properly 
sequenced. 

     

6 Whether syllabus is carrier oriented? 
     

7 The syllabus enabled me to improve my ability to 
formulate, analyze and solve problems. 

     

8 Syllabus inculcated necessary ethical values and 
concern for the society. 

     

9 The recommended textbooks are adequately 
available and map onto the syllabus. 

     

10 How do you rate the internal evaluation system as it 
exists regarding syllabus is? 

     

 
Excellence- 5 

 

Very good- 4 

 

Good-3 

 

Average- 2 

 

Poor- 1



 

 

Category 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 

Studentfeedbackonteachingofteacher 

SEM-I 2020-2021 

Category 1 5 5 5 

Category 2 5 5 5 

Category 3 5 5 5 

Category 4 5 4 4 

Category 5 4 4 4 

Category 6 4 5 5 

Category 7 5 4 4 

Category 8 4 5 5 

Category 9 5 5 5 

Category 10 5 5 5 
 

 

 
 

 

SEM-I-2020-2021 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
 

 

Category 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 

StudentfeedbackonteaCurriculum 

SEM-I 2020-2021 

Category 1 5 5 5 

Category 2 5 5 5 

Category 3 5 5 5 

Category 4 5 4 4 

Category 5 4 4 4 

Category 6 4 5 5 

Category 7 5 4 4 

Category 8 4 5 5 

Category 9 5 5 5 

Category 10 5 5 5 
 

 

 

 
SEM-I-2020-2021 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

 

Category Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) SEM-III-2020-2021 

Category 1 5  

Category 2 5  

Category 3 5  

Category 4 5  

Category 5 4  

Category 6 5  

Category 7 5  

Category 8 4  

Category 9 5  

Category 10 5  

 

Student feedback on teaching of teacher 
 
 

 
Teacher will take care of the relevant points 

 

SEM-III-2020-2021 

 

        

4 4 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 



TheTeacherwilltakecareoftherelevantpoints 

 

SEM-III-2020-2021 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

       

4 4 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

 

 

 

 
GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

Category Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) SEM-III-2020-2021 

Category 1 5 
 

Category 2 3 
 

Category 3 4 
 

Category 4 5 
 

Category 5 5 STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISING CURRICULUM 

Category6 

Category7 

4 

5 
 

Category8 5 

Category9 5 

Category10 5 



 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DegreeofAgreeing(1to5) Studentfeedbackonteachingofteacher 
 

Category 

Category 1 

Student 1 Student 2 

5 

 

5 

SEM-II 2020-2021 

Category 2 5 5   

Category 3 5 5   

Category 4 4 4   

Category 5 4 4   

Category 6 4 5   

Category 7 5 5   

Category 8 5 4   

Category 9 5 5   

Category 10 5 5   

 

 

 
 

 

SEM-II-2020-2021 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DegreeofAgreeing(1to5) StudentfeedbackonteaCurriculum 
 

Category 

Category 1 

Student 1 Student 2 

4 

 

4 

SEM-II 2020-2021 

Category 2 3 3   

Category 3 4 5   

Category 4 3 4   

Category 5 5 5   

Category 6 4 5   

Category 7 5 4   

Category 8 5 4   

Category 9 5 5   

Category 10 4 5   

 

 

 

 

 

 
SEM-II-2020-2021 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

 

Category Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) SEM-III-2020-2021 

Category 1 5  

Category 2 5  

Category 3 5  

Category 4 5  

Category 5 5  

Category 6 5  

Category 7 5  

Category 8 5  

Category 9 4  

Category 10 5  

 

Student feedback on teaching of teacher 
 
 

 
Teacher will take care of the relevant points 

 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

         

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 



TheTeacherwilltakecareoftherelevantpoints 

 

 

 

 

 
GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

Category DegreeofAgreeing(1to5) SEM-IV-2020-2021 

 

 

 

 
 

STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISING CURRICULUM

Category 1 4 

Category 2 4 

Category 3 4 

Category 4 5 

Category 5 5 

Category 6 4 

Category 7 5 

Category 8 5 

Category 9 5 

Category 10 4 

 

 
SEM-IV-2020-2021 

Degree of Agreeing (1 to 5) 

     

     

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 



Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Department of Political Science  
Students’ Feedback Form 

(on faculty) 
 

Parameters Scale 
Name of the 

Teacher 
Response 
of Student 

Is the teacher punctual enough in 

taking classes? 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How regular he / she in taking 
classes? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate his/her communication skill 1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate his / her ability to motivate 

students 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate the conceptual clarity of the 
teacher in the subject 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How effective he /she is in 
controlling students in classes? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Rate the teacher’s involvement in 
remedial classes 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

How eager and willing the teacher 

is in listening and answering 

students’ inquiry? Rate him / her 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

how regular he / she in taking tests? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

Whether the teacher is 

approachable? Please rate. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5   

 
 

1 – 

Excellent 2 

– VeryGood 

3 -Good 

4 –Average 
 

5 – 

PoorFac

ulties 

1. Dr. Mahuya RoyKarmakar 
 

2. Mr. AbbasuddinMondal 



Record of Evaluation of Teachers by students: Feedback is taken from students through 

online mode and analyzed. 

The department has collected feedback from its students through a structured questionnaire rating 

each teacher of the department. The questionnaire contains 10 questions. A total number of six 

forms have been collected from final semester students only. On the basis of the collected feedback 

the following table presents the percentage of each parameter in cases ofall faculties. 

Table 1* 
 
 
 

 Response of Students (in %) 

Parameters Excellent Very Good Good Average Poor 

Is the teacher punctual enough 

in taking classes? 
100% - - - - 

How regular he / she in taking 

classes? 
100% - - - - 

Rate his/her communication 

skill 
50% 50% - - - 

Rate his / her ability to 
motivate students 

33.33% 66.66% - - - 

Rate the conceptual clarity of 

the teacher in the subject 
100% - - - - 

How effective he /she is in 
controlling students in classes? 

50% 50% - - - 

Rate the teacher’s involvement 

in remedial classes 
100%  - - - 

How eager and willing the 
teacher is in listening and 

answering students’ inquiry? 
Rate him / her 

83.33% 16.66% - - - 

how regular he / she in taking 
tests? 

33.33% 66.66% - - - 

Whether the teacher is 
approachable? Please rate. 

100%  - - - 

*Table 1 is relating Dr. Mahuya Roy Karmakar 



After analyzing the forms it is seen that 100% students opined ‘excellent’ in terms of the punctuality 

and regularity of the teacher in taking classes; 50.00% students feel that that the communication 

skill of the teacher is ‘excellent’ and another 50.00% feels the same as ‘very good’. 33.33% 

students finds the teacher ‘excellent’ in her ability to motivate students and 66.66% finds it ‘very 

good’. All students (100%) feels that the conceptual clarity in the subject is ‘excellent’; 50.00% 

viewed that the teacher is ‘excellent’ in controlling the students in classes and another 50.00% finds 

it ‘very good’. 100% feels that the teacher is ‘excellent’ in her involvement in remedial classes. 

83.33% feels that the teacher is ‘excellent’ in eagerly and willingly listening and answering 

students’ inquiries and the other 16.66% feels the same as  ‘very good’. 33.33% opined that the 

teacher is excellent in taking regular tests and 66.66% feels it as ‘very good’. 100% students find 

the teacher as‘approachable’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Chart 1 of Table 1 



Table 2** 
 

 

 Response of Students (in %) 

Parameters Excellent Very Good Good Average Poor 

Is the teacher punctual enough 
in taking classes? 

100% - - - - 

How regular he / she in taking 

classes? 
100% - - - - 

Rate his/her communication 

skill 
50% 50% - - - 

Rate his / her ability to 

motivate students 
33.33% 66.66% - - - 

Rate the conceptual clarity of 
the teacher in the subject 

83.33% 16.66% - - - 

How effective he /she is in 
controlling students in classes? 

50% 50% - - - 

Rate the teacher’s involvement 
in remedial classes 

100% - - - - 

How eager and willing the 
teacher is in listening and 

answering students’ inquiry? 

Rate him / her 

50% 50% - - - 

how regular he / she in taking 
tests? 

66.66% 33.33% - - - 

Whether the teacher is 

approachable? Please rate. 
100% - - - - 

**Table 2 is relating Mr. AbbasuddinMondal 
 

After analyzing the forms it is seen that 100% students opined ‘excellent’ in terms of the punctuality 

and regularity of the teacher in taking classes; 50.00% students feel that that the communication 

skill of the teacher is ‘excellent’ and another 50.00% feels the same as ‘very good’. 33.33% student 

finds the teacher ‘excellent’ in his ability to motivate students and  66.66% finds it ‘very good’. 

83.33% feels that the conceptual clarity in the subject is ‘excellent’ and 16.66% opined it as ‘very 

good’. 50.50% viewed that the teacher is ‘excellent’ in controlling the students in classes and 

another 50.50% finds it ‘very good’. 100% feels that the teacher is very good in his involvement in 

remedial classes. 50.00% feels that the teacher is excellent in eagerly and willingly listening and 

answering students’ inquiries and another 50.00% feels the same as ‘very good’. Again 66.66% 

and 33.33% feels that the teacher is ‘excellent’ and ‘very good’ in terms of regularity in taking tests 

respectively. 100% students find the teacher as ‘approachable’. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

Chart 2 of Table 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 

SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

TEACHER’S NAME: ARGHA NAYAK 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENTS FEEDBACK ON TEACHING OF TEACHER 

❖ % of feedback taken from 07 students. 

 

SL 

NO 

Statements(S) Totally 

agree 

Somet

ime 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disagr

ee 
Totally 

disagree 

1. He or she encourages questioning during 

Classes 

85.71 14.29 0 0 0 

2. He or she encourages meeting outside the 

Class to disuses studies 

42.86 42.86 
14.29 0 0 

3. Do you think he/ she is regular intaking 

his/her classes 

71.43 28.57 0 0 0 

4. Do you think find his/her taking the class is 

systematic and effective 

57.14 42.86 0 0 0 

5. Does he/she gives notes after taking classes 
57.14 

28.57 14.29 0 0 

6. Do you find his/her lecture easy to follow 
57.14 

42.86 0 0 0 

7. Does he/she creates interest in your mind in 

theClassroom 

28.57 
71.43 0 0 0 

8. Do he/she discuss deep into the topic often 

beyond the syllabus 

28.57 
71.43 0 0 0 

9. Do he/she takes extra classes 

whenevernecessary for you 

14.29 
71.43 

14.29 0 0 

10. Do he/she takes special classes beforeyour 

Examination 

28.57 
71.43 

0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 85.71% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 14.29% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she encourages 

questioning during classes.  

S2:Here 42.86% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 14.29% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she encourages 

meeting outside the class to disuses studies. 

S3: Here 71.43% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 28.57% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that he or she is regular 
intaking his or her classes. 

S4: Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that find his or her 

taking the class issystematic and effective. 

S5 Here57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 28.57% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 14.29% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think thathe or she gives notes after taking 

classes. 

S6: Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 
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statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that find his/her 

lecture easy to follow students. 

S7: Here 28.57% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she creates 

interest in your mind in the classroom. 

S8: Here 28.57% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement,0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she 

discuss deep into the topic oftenbeyond the syllabus. 

S9: Here 14.29% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 14.29% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that he or she takes

 extra classes whenevernecessary. 

S10: Here 28.57% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the about responses of the students that a majority of the students think that he or she 
takes special classes beforeexamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
SESSION: 2020-2021 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE STUDENT FEEDBACK ON THE EXISTING CURRICULUM 

❖ % of online feedback taken from 07 students 

SL 

N

O 

Statements Totally 

agree 

Someti

me 

agree 

Can’t 

say 

Disag

ree 
Totally 

disagre

e 

1. The curriculum helped us to  gain 
knowledge   

28.57 71.43 0 0 0 

2. The curriculum helped us to 

prepare for job market 

28.57 71.43 0 0 0 

3. Teachings involve subjective, 

practical and fieldwork other than 

only lecture 

42.86 57.14 0 0 0 

4. Class environment was conductive 

in learning 

42.86 57.14 0 0 0 

5. Use of audio visual aid was 

necessary 

57.14 42.86 0 0 0 

6. Students seminar/ student quiz in 

the  class was necessary 

71.43 28.57 0 0 0 

7. Learning materials(class notes) 

were useful    

57.14 42.86 0 0 0 

8. Learning resources(books etc)in 
the library are adequate and 
necessary 

42.86 57.14 0 0 0 

9. Class teaching arose my interest 

in studies 

57.14 42.86 0 0 0 

10. Ideas and concepts were 
presented clearly in class 

57.14 28.57 14.29 0 0 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Analysis of the statement’s of Students 

S1: Here 28.57% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that the curriculum 

helped them to gain knowledge.  

S2:Here 28.57% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 71.43% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that the curriculum helped 

them to prepare for the job market. 

S3: Here 42.86% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 57.14% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that teachings involve 

subjective, practical and fieldwork other than only lecture. 

S4: Here 42.86% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 57.14% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that classenvironment was 
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conductive in learning. 

S5 Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of students that a majority of the students think that use of audio visual 

aid was necessary. 

S6: Here 71.43% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 28.57% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that students seminar/ students 

quiz in the class was necessary. 

S7: Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the students think that learning 

materials(class notes) were useful. 

S8: Here 42.86% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 57.14% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that a majority of the student think that learning 

resources(books etc)in the library are adequate and necessary. 

S9: Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 42.86% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 0% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the students that many students think that Class teaching arose my 

interest in studies. 

S10: Here 57.14% students totally agreeresponses with the statement, 28.57% sometime agreeresponses with the 

statement, 14.29% can’t say responses with the statement, 0% disagree responses with the statement and 0% totally 

disagree with the statement. 

           So, it is the clear from the responses of the student that a majority of the student think that Ideas and concepts 

were presented clearly in class. 
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OFFICE OF THE INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL (IQAC) 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE FEEDBACK ON TEACHERS(2020-2021) 

 

SL.N

O 

PARAMETER Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagr

ee 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 The courses/syllabi taught by the teachers have a 

good balance between theory and application 

50% 50% 0% 0% 

2  The books/ journal etc. prescribed/ listed 

reference materials are relevant, updated and 

cover the entire syllabi 

45% 55% 0% 0% 

3 The course/syllabi of the subjects taught by me 

increased my interest, knowledge and 

perspective in the concerned subject area 

65% 35% 0% 0% 

4  College examinations are conducted well in time 

with proper coverage of all units in the syllabus 

80% 20% 0% 0% 

5 The prescribed books are available in the Library 

in sufficient number 

30% 65% 5% 0% 

6  The administration is teachers friendly 65% 35% 0% 0% 

7 The canteen facility adequate for teachers and 

students 

25% 65% 10% 0% 

8 The classrooms are clean and well organized 45% 55% 0% 0% 

9  The course contents fulfill need of the students 60% 40% 0% 0% 

10  Toilet/washroom are clean and properly 

maintained 

30% 65% 0% 0% 
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ANALYSIS OF ONLINE FEEDBACK ON TEACHERS 
 

  

 



 

3. The course/syllabi of the subjects taught by me increased my interest. 

Knowledge and perspective in the concerned subject area 

20responses 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Collegeexaminationsareconductedwellintimewithpropercoverage of 

all units in thesyllabus 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

5. The prescribed books are available in the Library in sufficientnumber 

20 responses 

 

 

 

 
 
 

6. The administration is teachers friendly 

20 responses 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 



 

7. The canteen facility adequate for teachers andstudents 

20 responses 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
8. The classrooms are clean and wellorganized 

20 responses 
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9. The course contents fulfill need of the students 

20 responses 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

10. Toilet/washroom are clean and properlymaintained 
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GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
OFFICE OF THE INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL (IQAC) 

ONLINE FEEDBACK ON EMPLOYEES 2020-2021 

 

QUESTIONS OF FEEDBACK 

 

1. The work procedures followed in the college are effective 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

2. The work distribution is fair 

   5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

3. The work load is reasonable 

   5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

4. The placement of the employees is as per the job requirements /rules of the Govt. West 

Bengal 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

5. The promotion policies of the college are encouraging 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

6. The infrastructure facilities are supporting the work environment 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

7. The employees are having clear understanding of their role and responsibilities 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

8. The superior-subordinate relationship is fine 

     5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

9. The administration respects women employees and treats them well 

    5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

10. The employees have the opportunity to contribute to the process of development 

       5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

11. The employees grievances are settled fairly 

     5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

12. The college provides opportunities and support to the staff and their family members 

      5-Totally agree, 4-sometime agree, 3- Cant say, 2-Disagree, 1-Totally Disagree 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SL. 
NO 

PARAMETER Totally 
agree 

Sometime 
agree 

Can’t 
say 

Disagre 
e 

Totally 
Disagre 

e 
1 The work procedures followed in the 

college are effective 
76.2% 14.3% 9.5% 0% 0% 

2 The work distribution is fair 47.6% 47.6% 0% 0% 0% 
3 The work load is reasonable 52.4% 38.1% 9.5% 0% 0% 

4 The placement of the employees is as per 
the job requirements /rules of the Govt. 

West Bengal 

76.2% 14.3% 9.5% 0% 0% 

5 The promotion policies of the college are 
encouraging 

66.7% 23.8% 9.5% 0% 0% 

6 The infrastructure facilities are supporting 
the work environment 

42.9% 52.4% 0% 0% 0% 

7 The employees are having clear 
understanding of their role and 

responsibilities 

76.2% 23.8% 0% 0% 0% 

8 The superior-subordinate relationship is 
fine 

61.9% 23.8% 9.5% 0% 0% 

9 The administration respects women 
employees and treats them well 

76.2% 23.8% 0% 0%  

10 The employees have the opportunity to 
contribute to the process of development 

66.7% 33.3% 0% 0% 0% 

11 The employees grievances are settled 
fairly 

71.4% 19% 9.5% 0% 0% 

12 The college provides opportunities and 
support to the staff and their family 

members 

52.4% 38.1% 9.5% 0% 0% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ANALYSIS OF ONLINE FEEDBACK ON EMPLOYEES  
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Ref. No…                Dated : .................... 

Alumni Feedback Analysis 2020-21 

 During the academic year 2020-21, feedback was received from the alumni on the 

following  12 parameters:- 

• Campus environment 

• Teaching standards 

• Use of multimedia in the teaching-learning process  

• Quality of library, laboratory and learning resources 

• Assessment and evaluation system 

• Student amenities 

• Internship, field visit and other student opportunities 

• Career counselling and guidance 

• Cultural activities 

• Sports and extra-curricular activities 

• Efficacy of college administration and governance 

• Public perception of the institution 

No. of Respondents: 46 

 The feedback response from alumni was obtained on a rating scale of 1-5 and on 

analysis of the feedback forms, the following important points were deduced:- 

➢ The alumni appreciated the efforts of the institution holistically. 

➢ Around 70-90 percent of the alumni gave positive feedback about the 

institution with respect to teaching standards, college infrastructure and 

administrative services provided. 

➢ The efforts of the Career and guidance cell and student monitoring system 

were duly appreciated by nearly 80% of the alumni 

➢ The institute’s active role in fostering cultural awareness through 

observation of national and local festivities and organization of sports and 

extra-curricular activities has also been lauded by most alumni. 

➢ The suggested areas of improvement include use of ICT in the teaching-

learning process, quality of library & e-learning resources and increase in no. 

of field projects and student opportunities. 
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TABULAR REPRESENTATION OF DATA OBTAINED FOR 

ALUMNI FEEDBACK 

SL. 

NO. 

PARAMETERS EXCELLENT 

5 

VERY GOOD 

4 

GOOD 

3 

AVERAGE 

2 

VERY POOR 

1 

1 Campus Environment 43.75 50 6.25 - - 

2 Teaching Standards 14.06 73.44 12.5 - - 

3 Use of multimedia in 

the teaching-learning 

process 

3.13 48.44 48.44 - - 

4 Quality of library, 

laboratory and 

learning resources 

1.56 40.63 57.81 - - 

5 Assessment and 

evaluation system 

54.69 40.63 4.69 - - 

6 Student amenities 12.5 50 37.5 - - 

7 Internship, field visit 

and other student 

opportunities 

3.13 40.63 56.25 - - 

8 Career counselling and 

guidance 

20.31 50 29.69 - - 

9 Cultural activities 40.63 56.25 3.13 - - 

10 Sports and extra-

curricular activities 

64.06 35.94 - - - 

11 Efficacy of college 

administration and 

governance 

39.06 56.25 4.69 - - 

12 Public perception of 

the institution 

9.38 81.25 9.38 - - 
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Annexure A: Sample Alumni Feedback forms 

Annexure B: Sample Minutes of Meeting held by Alumni Association 
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ANALYSIS OF ONLINE FEEDBACK ON PARENTS (2020-2021) 
 

SL. 
NO 

PARAMETER Excelle 
nt 

Very 
Good 

Good Avera 
ge 

Poor 

1 Quality of teaching 57.2% 27.9% 13.7% 0% 0% 

2 Examination system in the 
College 

41.3% 40.8% 16.3% 0% 0% 

3 Discipline 45.2% 36.6% 15.4% 0% 0% 

4 Availability of library, laboratory 
and other infrastructural 
facilities in college. 

30.3% 23% 36.7% 8.1% 0% 

5 Admission procedure of the 
institute 

37.7% 39.3% 19.2% 0% 0% 

6 Assessment and Evaluation 
system 

35.7% 39.5% 21.7% 0% 0% 

7 Grievances redressal system of 
the institute 

38.5% 24% 33.9% 0% 0% 

8 Student aid and welfare 
initiatives such as free student 
ship, anti-ragging cell etc. 

33.2% 37% 24.3% 0% 0% 

9 Common facilities like drinking 
water,boys and girls common 
room,wash room etc. 

32.9% 40.5% 23.1% 0% 0% 

10 Campus atmosphere 36.3% 40.6% 20.3% 0% 0% 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

       

  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
(NAAC Aceredited 'B" College) 

P.O.- Amarkanan Dist- Bankura Pin-722133 (w.B.) 
+Email ld: gpm1985105@gmail.com/gpm.bku. 108@gmail.com +Mob:9734962796 +Website: www.gpmbankura. ac. in 

Ref No Date****** ************ 

FROM 
1QAC CO-ORDINATOR 

G. P. MAHAVIDYALAYA 
Amarkanan, Bankura 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 

ACADEMIC SESSION: 2020-21 
PARENTS' FEEDBACK 

The feedbacks provided by the parents under this category have been analyzed, and 

found more or less acceptable. No action as such is required. But, it has been decided that the 

institution will continue to provide the facilities and improve them to the highest possible degree in 

the coming academic sessions 

2 

Coordinator 

IQAC 

IQAC Co-ordinator 
Gobinda Prasad Mahavidya'ay 

Amarkanan, Bankura 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
(NAAC Accredited B" College) 

P.O.-Amarkanan Dist- Bankura Pin-72213 (W.B. 
+Email ld:gpm 1985105@gmail.com/gpm.bku. 108@gmail.com+Mob: 9734962796 +Website: www.gpmbankura. ac in 

Ref. No. Date.. ********* ****** 

FROM 

IQAC CO-ORDINATOR 
G.P.MAHAVIDYALAYA 
Amarkanan, Bankura 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 
ACADEMIC SESSION: 2020-21 

STAFF FEEDBACK 

The feedbacks provided by the staff under this category have been analyzed, and found 

more or less acceptable. There are shortage in number of office staff due to the retirement of 

some staf. The authority is requested to take necessary action for that. Otherwise no action as 

such is required. But, it has been decided that the institution will continue to provide the facilities 

and improve them to the highest possible degree in the coming academic 

sessions 

Coordinator

IQAC 

1QAC Co-ordinator 

Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 
Amarkanan, Bankura 
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(NAAC Accredited "B" College) 

P.O.- Amarkanan Dist- Bankura Pin-722133 (W.B.) 
+Email ld gpm1985105@gmail.com/gpm.bku. 108@gmail.com +Mob:9734962796 +Website: www.gpmbankura. ac. in 

Ref No. * *********. 
Date 

FROM 
1QAC CO-ORDINATOR 

G.P. MAHAVIDYALAYA 

Amarkanan, Bankura 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 

ACADEMIC SESSION: 2020-21 
TEACHERS' FEEDBACK 

The feedbacks provided by the teachers under this category have been analyzed, and 

found more or less acceptable. No action as such is required. But, it has been decided that the 

institution will continue to provide the facilities and improve them to the highest possible degree in 

the coming academic sessions as analyzed and resolved to take necessary steps in future if any 

o9 06.2 

Coordinator 

IQAC 

1QAC Co-ordinatopr 
Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Amarkanan, Bankura 



GOBINDA PRASAD MAHAVIDYALAYA 
(NAAC Accredited B° College) 

P.O.- Amakanan Dist- Bankura Pin-722133 (W.B.) 
+Email ld:gpm1985105@gmail.com/gpm.bku. 108@gmail.com +Mob:9734962796 +Website. www gpmbankura. ac. in 

Ref No Date ****** 

FROM 
1QAC CO-ORDINATOR 

G.P.MAHAVIDYALAYA 

Amarkanan, Bankura 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 

ACADEMIC SESSION: 2020-21 
STUDENTS' FEEDBACK 

The feedbacks provided by the students by all departments under this category have been 

analyzed, and found more or less acceptable. No action as such is required. But, it has been 

decided that the institution will continue to provide the facilities and improve them to the highest 

possible degree in the coming academic sessions It is also resolved to take extra care towards 

the less percentage of the parameters The all departments are advised to report in such cases 

Coordinator 

QAC 
1QAC Co-ordinator 

Gobinda Prasad Mahavidyalaya 

Amarkanan, Bankura
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